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Abstract 
Batten i FL. in extenston oi Wagner s theorem, Discrete Mathematics 92 (1991) 21-23. . . 
In his famous 1965 paper, Asher Wagner proves that if S is a finite affine plane and G a 
collineation group line transitive on S. then S is a translation atfine plane and G contains the 
translation group of S. In this paper, we generalize Wagner’s assumptions to: S is an affine 
spfce embedded as a maximal arc in a finite projective plane fT; G is a collineation group of Il 
tixmg S, fixing a line of II exterior to S, and line transitive on S. Under these assumptions we 
show that Wagner’s conclusion still holds. 
1. Introduction 
A collineation of a projective or affine space is a permutation of the points and 
a permutation of the lines of the space which preserves point-line incidence. 
A generalized elation (generalized homology) of a projective space P is a 
collineation of P which fixes k points of a fixed hyperplane H and k hyperpianes 
on a fixed point c (not) on H, but fixes no other points. If the generalize? elation 
(generalized homology) fixes all points of H, it is ca!led an elation (homology). In 
any case, f-f and c are called respectively the axis and cenfre of the corresponding 
collineation. 
If S is an affine space, a translation of S is an elatim of iht: io3;d2spouding 
projective space, S U H having axis H. The set of all such transiations forms a 
group T(S), and S is said to be a translation afine space if T(S) id transitive 01. 
the points of S. 
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Theorem (Wagner {6)). kl A be a fiite 
collineatbus of A. Suppose that C is 
A is o tmml&n affint, &am?. 
II and wI%c&e line5 are the i 
long as these intersections 
throughout his article. 
at 
If fI is finite of order n, and S 15 an with r pines 
in~,tttenS~aa~~~in~~fP=~+l.~~~,ifS~sam~m%lan:in 
our sense, then a line of n meets S in no pint or in a line of S. 
The aim of this paper is to prove the following theorem. 
TBeorear. Let s be aa fffime sptxe Q~~e~iQ~ d 3 2 and order 
aranlfutiaacitla R, Let I be an lzfw?rior Ihe 
ofSin l7. LetGbea 1. and line tmnsitive 
ens. TheRd=2, G3T(S)andS= e plane. 
I should Ike to thank Julia Brown for her great patience in checking the details 
of many versions of the p.zoof of this theorem. 
2. ProofoftheTimurem 
We use the following results in the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem (Buekenhout, Delandtsheer and Doyen El]). Let S be u finite afine 
space of diraamFion d 3 2 and let G be a line transitive collineation group of S. If 
S #AG(3,2), then G 2 T(S) and T(S) is regular on S and normal in G. 
Theorem (Camina and Gagen [2]). Let C be a block transttive collineation group 
of the Steiner system S(2, k, v) such that k 1 v. Then G is fiag transitive on S. 
Theorem (Gleason ]S, p. 561). Let 1 be a &tie u;‘ a finite projective plane l7. Let G 
be a collineation groq of II transitive on the points of 1 and containing a 
non-identity elation of I7 with axis 1. Then G has a single point orbit on A = II\1 
and Gz T(A). 
For other definitions, notation and terminology, the reader is referrred to 
Dembowski :3] or Hughes and Piper [4]. 
Pmof. We first apply the theorem of Buekenhout, Delandtsheer and Doyen. If 
S = AG(3,2), then n = 6, which is not possible. Therefore G contains the 
p T of S w&h is lar an S and normal in G. Also. q must be a 
ep;tnd Tisap-g . It suflkes to show that d = 2 and S = f?\l. 
Since T fixes C, T have size a 
in I has size one. nSitive glri S and 
. sim s is I ma 
int transitive an 1. But T rrcxmal in G and G traktive an I 
s tn C under T have size one. Thus all elements sf T fix every 
point af 1. 
Now each element of T has order p which divides n, and so each element of $ 
is an elation of fZ with axis 1 (14, pp. 94-95J). Applying Gleason, we see th.at G 
has a single pint orbit on EN. Since G fixes S, this means S = f7U and from 
tlilisitf~ltowsthetn+I=(q”-l)l(B-E)=cb+1,8ivingd-2. 
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